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HONEYBEE FIBER LASER PROFILE CUTTINGMACHINE

Model: HN-P12050

TECHNICALDOCUMENT

Machine image:

Note: the picture is for reference only.

Cutting samples:
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---Professional CNC cutting machine Manufacturer---

I. General Tech Data

Model Specifications HN-FL12050P
Design Type Triple Chucks Pipe Cutting Machine Dia.500mm
Fiber Laser Source 12000W Raycus

Profile Material Processing
Requirements

Universal Beams: 307x166mm
Parallel Flanged Channel: 380x100mm
Equal angles steel: 200x200mm
Round pipes:￠20--500mm
Square pipes: 350x350mm

Profile Material feeding
Semi-automatic
Profile Material bending degree ≤0.15%

Max cutting thickness MS ≤25mm SS≤25mm
Positioning accuracy ±0.1mm

Cutting accuracy ±0.3mm

Running speed ≤80m/min

Rated supply voltage and Frequency AC 380V/50Hz/60Hz/200A

Power consumption 70KW

Max loading weight for single steel pipe 1600KG

Weight 12500KG

Dimension (Width *Length*Height) 5500*27000*2310mm(during work)

II. Laser Pipe Cutting Process

Feeding Area

UnloadingArea

Unloading Flip
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---Professional CNC cutting machine Manufacturer---

Remark:
(1) The left side is the loading area, and the right side is the unloading area;
(2) For workpieces shorter than 2 meters, the right chuck is not clamped, and the blanking flap supports the pipe;
(3) For workpieces over 2 meters, the chuck on the right side assists in clamping, preventing the shaking of the pipe from
affecting the cutting;

(4) The cutting head can be moved to the left side for cutting to realize the whole pipe cutting and zero tailings;

(5) For workpieces longer than 2 meters, the right chuck will drag the workpiece to the blanking support;

III. Main configuration
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Features Ref. Pictures

Fiber laser source

12000W Raycus
Outstanding brand of laser source, 16 years of

unremitting exploration in device and laser technology,

MAX quality stable and reliable, which approved by

thousands of customers in the world.

Laser cutting torch

Customize Laser Head
Automatic focus, high effectiveness,

save your time Anti-collision design, height adjustment

Easy protective lens maintenance and Focus lens

adjustment. Locates edges and improves processing

efficiency. Improves the cutting efficiency. High

Precision: without manual adjust, 0 fault cutting.

CNC System

PA8000
high-speed control of 1200 m/min with a resolution of 1

micron; number of control axes is as many as 64, as

well as the perfect five-axis linkage and coordinate

transformation functions;

With advanced open system design and powerful

secondary development tools;

All software operations are concentrated on a single

CPU, reduces the need for communication between

modules, improves efficiency;

Real time control; Curvature optimization function.

THC

BCS100
BCS100 capacitance height controller provides

excellent performance in distance control. It served as

height follow unit for FSCUT laser cutting control

system via Ethernet communication, can realize

functions including height sensing, segmented and

stepping pierce process, detect and find workpiece

edge, vibration suppression etc. Latest anti- collision

function can effectively avoid tip-up collision risk in

production.

Servo System

YASKAWA servo motor (Japan)
Yaskawa servo motors and drivers with fast dynamic

response provides speed and performance stability.

The max idle speed of the machine can reach up to 100

m/min with the acceleration of 1.2G.

12000W Raycus
Outstanding brand of laser source, 16 years of

unremitting exploration in device and laser technology,

stability and reliability.

Customize Laser Head
Automatic focus, high effectiveness,

anti-collision design, height adjustment,

easy protective lens maintenance and focal lens

adjustment. Locates edges and improves processing

efficiency which improves the cutting efficiency. High

Precision: without manual adjust, 0 fault cutting.

PA8000
High-speed control of 1200 m/min with a resolution of 1

micron; number of control axes is as many as 64, as

well as the perfect five-axis linkage and coordinate

transformation functions;

Advanced open system design and powerful

secondary development tools;

All software operations are concentrated on a single

CPU which reduces the need for communication 

between modules and improves efficiency;

Real time control; Curvature optimization function.
BCS100
BCS100 capacitance height controller provides

excellent performance in distance control. It served as

height follow unit for FSCUT laser cutting control the

system via Ethernet communication which can 

recognise functions including height sensing, 

segmented and stepping pierce process, detect and 

find workpiece edge, vibration suppression etc. Latest 

anti- collision function can effectively avoid tip-up 

collision risk in production.
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Reducer

Shimpo
Perfect combination of servo system with the Shimpo

planetary gearbox and Helical

Rack & pinion improves the position and

re-positioning accuracy of the machine.

Gear Rack

YYC
High precision, long life, can provide rigorous support

for quenching helical gears and grinding helical gears,

so that the

load drive structure is compact, can

effectively reduce the driving torque.

Linear Guide Rail

THK
Low noise, wear-resistant, smooth to keep fast moving

speed of laser head. The linear transmission system

comprises of from Helical Rack and Linear guides

which improves accuracy and efficiency.

Water Chiller

Hanli Water Chiller
Main components made from stainless steel features

large flow, high head, low noise and long service life.

control system adopts a controller with English LCD and

fully automatic CPU, making it visual and

easy-to-operate. Water temperature precision can

reach ±1℃.

Electric Apparatus

Elements

Schneider
1.Circuit protection against short-circuit

currents, Circuit protection against overload currents,

Breaking and industrial

disconnection as per standards IEC/EN 60947-2.

2.Over voltage resistance, high performance

limitation to fast closing independent of the speed of

actuation of the toggle.

Chuck

Three chucks, high clamping accuracy; large holding

force; low failure rate. Three-chuck structure can realize

the whole tube cutting and zero tailing.

Shimpo
Combination of servo system with the Shimpo

planetary gearbox and Helical

Rack & pinion improves the position and

re-positioning accuracy of the machine.

YYC
Quenched helical gears provide long life and high 

precision so that the gear rack load drive structure is 

compact, and can effectively reduce the driving torque.

THK
A smooth, fast moving speed of laser head with low 

noise and wear resistance. The linear transmission 

system comprises of from Helical Rack and Linear 

guides which improves accuracy and efficiency.

Hanli Water Chiller
Main components made from stainless steel features

large flow, high head, low noise and long service life.

The controller has an LCD display, fully automatic 

CPU, making it visual and easy-to-operate. Water 

temperature precision can reach ±1°C.

Schneider
1. Circuit protection against short-circuit

currents, Circuit protection against overload currents,

as per standards IEC/EN 60947-2.

2. Over voltage resistance, high performance

limitation to fast closing independent of the speed of

actuation of the toggle.

Three chucks, high clamping accuracy; large holding

force; Three-chuck structure can secure the whole tube 

cutting and zero tailing.
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IV. Raycus Laser Source
Friendly interface, easy to learn and easy to operate.
Functions:
(1) Tube surface height tracking control (follow-up function)
(2) Fallback function
(3) Breakpoint return function
(4) Automatic edge search function
(5) Calibrating the center of the pipe on all four sides of the pipe
(6) Leapfrog function
(7) High-speed laser pulse function
(8) Co-edge cutting and other functions
(9) Automatic calibration
(10) Direct perforation, progressive perforation, multi-level perforation, blasting perforation, fine perforation,
three-level perforation and other perforation methods, etc.
(11) Fast cutting mode, standard cutting function, with film cutting, rotary over cutting, fixed height cutting,
etc.
(12) Low pressure fast cutting, save gas
(13) According to the thickness of different plates, select different thickness process libraries to achieve fast
cutting
(14) Configure the Xunlei expert cutting process parameter library, and have a user-friendly expert library
parameter interface, which can modify the laser cutting process parameters in real time in the interface
(15) The Ethernet communication interface can communicate directly with the computer to transmit part
program files.
(16) A variety of cutting auxiliary gases can be easily and quickly converted through the numerical control
system.
(17) Wifi remote monitoring system, which can realize remote monitoring and upgrade.
(18) With the display function of real-time display of cutting status and current position

V. Nesting Software : Act/Cut for 3D

3D Nesting Technology
Task Management:
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V. Nesting Software : Act/Cut for 3D

3D Nesting Technology
Task Management:

User friendly interface, easy to learn and easy to operate.
Functions:
(1) Tube surface height tracking control (follow-up function)
(2) Fallback function
(3) Breakpoint return function
(4) Automatic edge search function
(5) Calibrating the center of the pipe on all four sides of the pipe
(6) Leapfrog function
(7) High-speed laser pulse function
(8) Co-edge cutting and other functions
(9) Automatic calibration
(10) Fast cutting mode, standard cutting function, with film cutting, rotary over cutting, fixed height cutting,
etc.
(11) The Xunlei expert cutting process parameter library, has a user-friendly library parameter interface, which 
can modify the laser cutting process parameters in real time.
(12) The Ethernet communication interface can communicate directly with the computer to transmit part
program files.
(13) A variety of cutting auxiliary gases can be easily and quickly converted through the numerical control
system.
(14) Wifi remote monitoring system, which can enables remote monitoring and upgrade.
(15) Display function at real-time of cutting status and current position.
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1. Cutting sequence; 2. Starting and cutting point position;
3. Lead-in/lead-out line 4. Micro connection
5. Groove setting 6. Machining error control
Cutting program:
1. 3D real simulation 2. Real-time interference check
3. Path node editing 4. 3D attitude adjustment
5. Automatic interference avoidance

Pipe profile library:
1. Standard shapes 2. User-defined shapes
3. Centralized management of all material types and sizes.
Design mode:
1. Support pipe and profile 2. Can mix design
3. Parametric tree structure 4. Can import other format files IGES, STEP, SAT, CATIA, Pro/E, SolidWorks,
Unigraphics… Intelligently identify imported files
Task mode:
1. Automatically generate cutting path ; 2. Automatically add lead-in/lead-out
3.Support micro-joining; 4. Support multiple bevel cutting types

Amix of tube and profile designs is possible, and custom cross-section tubes or profiles can be used. The
software automatically recognizes the imported geometry, matches the tube or profile type in the material
library, and finds out the section and its type.

Pipe profile library:
1. Standard shapes 2. User-defined shapes
3. Centralized management of all material types and sizes.
Design mode:
1. Support pipe and profile 2. Can mix design
3. Parametric tree structure 4. Can import other format files IGES, STEP, SAT, CATIA, Pro/E, SolidWorks,
Unigraphics… Intelligently identify imported files
Task mode:
1. Automatically generate cutting path ; 2. Automatically add lead-in/lead-out
3.Support micro-joining; 4. Support multiple bevel cutting types
A mix of tube and profile designs is possible, and custom cross-section tubes or profiles can be used. The
software automatically recognizes the imported geometry, matches the tube or profile type in the material
library, and selects out the section and its type.
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VI. Machine Body

The machine bed adopts the method of integral welding, annealing to eliminate internal stress and then
processing. The process is cutting welding → stress relief annealing → rough machining → vibration aging
→ semi-finishing → vibration aging → finishing, which can better solve the problems caused by welding
and welding. The stress generated by processing greatly improves the stability of the machine tool and can
maintain the accuracy of the machine tool for a long time, and is equipped with a pneumatic auxiliary support
device to reduce the jitter in the pipe cutting.

VII. Feeding System
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VII. Feeding System

The machine bed is welded and annealed to eliminate internal stress. This process greatly improves the stability 
of the machine tool and can maintain the accuracy of the machine for a long time, and is equipped with a  
pneumatic auxiliary support device to reduce the jitter in the pipe cutting.
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(1) Place the pipe in the material preparation area, and use the chain to move the pipe to the pipe cutting
machine;
(2) There is a moving and supporting mechanism under the pipe, which can align the pipe with the center of the
chuck;
(3) After the pipe is aligned with the center of the chuck, the rear chuck moves forward to clamp the pipe and
send the pipe to the bottom of the cutting head;

(4) After cutting, the support will automatically rise according to the position of the tail chuck;
(5) After the workpiece is pulled to the designated position, the tail chuck is released;
(6) The support device sends the workpiece to the storage area;
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(1) Place the pipe in the material preparation area, and use the chain to move the pipe to the cutting 
machine;
(2) There is a moving and supporting mechanism under the pipe, which can align the pipe with the center of 
the chuck;
(3) After the pipe is aligned with the center of the chuck, the rear chuck moves forward to clamp the pipe 
and
send the pipe to the bottom of the cutting head;

(4) After cutting, the support will automatically rise according to the position of the tail chuck;
(5) After the workpiece is pulled to the designated position, the tail chuck is released;
(6) The support device sends the workpiece to the storage area;
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VIII. Laser Cutting Chart

Commercial Offer of Honeybee CNC
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Remark: Aluminum, Brass and Red Copper cutting chart will be sent separately.

IX. Occupied Area
Layout
Air compressor, Water chiller, Laser source, Stabilizer, Dust collector. (from left to right)

X axis trolley, Material standby shelf, Machine body, Feeding servo support, Proection cabinet.(from left to right)

A

F
G

H I

J

B

C

D
E

A.) Air compressor    B.) Water chiller    C.) Laser source    D.) Stabilizer    E.) Dust collector

F.) X axis trolley    G.) Material standby shelf    H.) Machine body    I.) Feeding servo support    
J.) Protection cabinet
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X. Working Condition
Environment Preparation Energy Preparation

 Working temp:-10℃～55℃;
 Working Humidity: 20～80% (no

condensation), the maximum relative
humidity is 90%;

 Workplace: Indoor and well
ventilated, away from vibration sources,
the strength of the concrete floor is not
less than C20, and the thickness is not
less than 200mm;

 Equipment foundation: The
equipment concrete foundation shall be
provided with drawings by Party B and
made by Party A.

 Compressed air: pressure 0.4～0.8Mpa
(clean, dry, oil-free), 6500L/H; air quality is
strictly in accordance with laser application
requirements;

 Equipment power supply capacity:
three-phase, AC 380V~440V±10%, 50Hz
±2%, power 73KW;

 Cutting auxiliary gas: oxygen (O2)
purity>99.995% nitrogen (N2)>99.99%

Below is commercial offer.
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